
Day Two 
The Ku Klux Klan and Hatred Towards 
Jews 
Part 1: Tricky phrases and words 

 Read these phrases and words out loud to your partner. 

But the KKK also represents hatred towards Jewish people 

in countries where Christianity was the main religion 

Two percent of Americans are Jewish 

And Jewish Americans still experience prejudice and violence 

There are almost 2,000 cases of anti-Jewish incidents 

ethnicity eth | NISS | uh | tee 

Europe YUR | up 

prejudice PREJ | uh | dis  

Israel IZ | ree | uhl  

vandalism VAN | duhl | izm  

Circle the base words in the longer words below. The base is a word part that 
shows the core meaning. The first one is done for you. 

 hateful  racis t  Jewish 

  minori ty   Chris t iani ty   vandal ism 

Decoding practice:
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Name:



Day Two                  // one minute 

The Ku Klux Klan and Hatred Towards Jews 
Part 2: Last read             WPM ___________

Part 3: Comprehension and discu"ion

The KKK flyers tried to spread a message of hate. How could you spread a 
positive message instead? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Share your ideas with your partner. Write your partner’s ideas here. 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________

One morning, residents in Jacksonville, Florida found flyers outside their doors. The flyers 
were printed with hateful and racist messages. One line compared Jewish people to devils. 
A resident who found a flyer said she couldn't believe what she was seeing. 

The Ku Klux Klan, or KKK, was responsible for the flyers. They even included a phone 57
number on the page. It led to a recording for people trying to join the KKK. Many people 75
know the KKK for their violence against African Americans. But the KKK also represents 89
hatred towards Jewish people. 93

To be Jewish means two different things. It means to be of Jewish ethnicity. Important 108
traditions and culture are passed down through Jewish families. It also means to be part of 124
the Jewish religion. Jewish people believe in one god and follow the Hebrew Bible, which 139
Christians call the Old Testament. 144

Thousands of years ago, Jewish people lived in the Middle East. Later, many Jewish people 159
lived in Europe. They were a minority in countries where Christianity was the main religion. 174
Jewish people faced prejudice and violence for hundreds of years. Then, in 1948, the country 183
of Israel was created. It was made to give Jewish people their own country. 203

However, many Jewish people still live all over the world. Two percent of Americans are 218
Jewish. And Jewish Americans still experience prejudice and violence. There are almost 2,000 231
cases of anti-Jewish incidents each year in the U.S. These include hateful flyers, vandalism, 245
physical attacks, bomb threats, and shootings. 251
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